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QuesKons:
1. WHAT ARE THE MAIN FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO SEA LEVEL RISE?
2. WHAT ARE THE FUTURE REQUIREMENTS FOR SEA LEVEL RESEARCH?
3. WHAT ASPECTS OF RESEARCH RECEIVE LESS AT TENTION THAN THEY SHOULD?
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1. Contemporary sea level budget
Main factors contribu?ng to sea level rise:
§
§
§

Thermal expansion due to heat uptake [von Schukman,
Gregory, Charles]
Mass loss from ice sheets (GIS, AIS), ice caps, and glaciers [Hock,
Bamber, Davis]
Changes in land water storage due to groundwater deple?on
GREGORY ET AL.
and reservoir construc?on [Yu, Slangen]
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4491 sea level budget approach:
Use of the

Quality
might make the trend in coastal sea level rise§exceed
themonitoring
global-mean trend, so that the observational
re§ Constraining
energy imbalances and deepconstructions overestimate GMSLR. While there
oceanare
warming
differences associated with climate variability, no such
§ Detec?on and ATribu?on
persistent bias is apparent on multidecadal time scales
§ Climate
(White et al. 2005; Prandi et al. 2009); on the other
hand, model valida?on and predic?on
model studies of the response to buoyancy forcing indicate that the consequent signal of sea level rise would
propagate rapidly around coastlines and radiate more
slowly into the ocean far offshore (Hsieh and Bryan
1996; Johnson and Marshall 2002). This is not seen in
Gregory et al. (2013)
historical AOGCM simulations (Gregory et al. 2001;
Presented
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White et al.by2005),
but these might not adequately resolve coastal ocean dynamics. We have no evidence for
such an effect but cannot rule it out.
d. Contemporary changes in the gravity field and the

Understanding paleo records

Conclusions for Last Interglacial period (~12

§ Look for evidence of ice-sheet retreat in the past to inform future sea
level projec?ons

§ DuJon: during the Last Interglacials, global sea level was at least 6 m
above present, involving large contribu?on from AIS
§ Geodynamic processes may complicate es?mates of ancient ice
volumes and sea level:
1.

Glacial Isosta?c Adjustment [Mitrovica] - Earth’s 3D structure is important to
accurately model GIA, with implica?ons to ?de-gauge correc?ons

2.

Dynamic topography [Gomez, DuJon] - Surface eleva?on due to dynamic
topography can be several meters on 100,000 year ?mescale and needs to be
considered on “shorter” ?mescales (i.e., not just millennial)

Dut

DuJon et al. (2015)
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§ Groundwater deple?on will
likely increase with rates
propor?onal to popula?on
[Wada et al 2012]
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§ ISMIP6 [Nowicki]:
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§ Fully coupled atmosphere and
ocean models, e.g., CMIP5 AR5
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Fig. 3 Combined regional SLC patterns and uncertainties over the period from 1986–2005 to 2081
a Scenario A sum (=Fig.1a+c+e+f+g, global mean is 0.54 m), b Scenario B sum (=Fig.1b+d+e+f
mean is 0.71 m), c Scenario A uncertainties at the 90 % confidence level (global mean is 0.32 m),
B uncertainties at the 90 % confidence level (global
0.4 mean is 0.48 m)
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Looking ahead – sea level projecKons

Scenario B uncertainty (90% CL)

United States, to a weakening meridional overturning circulation in the Atlantic Ocean.
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Fig. 1 Projected relative SLC patterns (m) of individual contributions over the period 1986–2005 to
2081–2100; a RCP4.5 glaciers + ice sheet SMB, b RCP8.5 glaciers + ice sheet SMB, c RCP4.5 global
steric+dynamic topography + AL, d RCP8.5 global steric+dynamic topography + AL, e Ice sheet dynamics (scenario-independent), f Groundwater depletion (scenario-independent), g GIA (scenario-independent).
Global mean values in Table 1
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2. Future requirements for sea level research

§ Detec?on and ATribu?on as a tool to isolate chao?c vs predictable
variability [Charles]

§ Improving modeling of ice-sheets and surrounding iceshelf (largest uncertainty in sea level error budget):
§ Ice Sheet System Models (ISSM) [Boening]
§ AIS stability and long-term response [Winkelmann, Griﬀes]

Projections for 2081-2100 under RCP4.5

Ensemble standard deviation

§ Flux-Anomaly-Forced Model Intercomparison Project (FAFMIP)
[Gregory]
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§ Accoun?ng for model spread in predic?ng ocean’s
thermosteric and dynamic response:

Ensemble standard deviation

CMIP5 spread: dynamic sea level % of thermal expansion
Dynamic sea-level change
(% of global mean thermosteric SL rise)
in the CMIP5 ensemble for 2081-2100 under RCP4.5

a)

Ensemble mean
Reducing uncertain?es in sea level projec?ons:

IPCC 2013
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Data from IPCC WG1 AR5 Table 13.5

2. Future requirements for sea level research
b)

Expanding the range of ?mescales of sea level projec?ons:

§ Long-term projec?ons
§ Explore mul?-century horizons beyond 21st century
§ Palmer: Sea level rise by a few meters by 2300 is possible

Sea level change (m) 2000-2300

Nauels et al., (2017)
Presented by M.
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§ Short-term variability:
§ Characterize the role of internal variability and its poten?al to mask long-term sea
level trends on decadal [Thompson, Proshu\nsky] and inter-annual [Liu] ?mescales
RCP6.0

§ Accelera?on:
§ Global accelera?ons are small, near resolving power of observing system
[Nerem, Cazenave]
§ Regional accelera?ons can be signiﬁcant [e.g. US East: 1-3 m/cy2, Davis]

RCP4.5
RCP2.6

2. Future requirements for sea level research
c)

Moving towards “ac?onable sea level science”:
§ Reducing the gap between available scien?ﬁc informa?on and speciﬁc decision-making context
§ Hinkel:
§ Short-term, cost-beneﬁt analysis requires probabilis?c informa?on
§ Loner term, risk averse decisions need informa?on on the upper tail-end (worst case scenario)

§ Establishing interac?ve exercise between coastal risk managers, decision scien?sts and sea level
scien?sts [Sweiss, Behar, Bindschadler, Losada]

3. Aspects that needs more a[enKon
§ Deﬁne connec?ons between the mean sea level state and the local changes, including extreme
events from storm surges and ?des
§ Integra?on of informa?on from diﬀerent research ﬁelds, as well as diﬀerent components of
the Earth’s system as a func?on of scales will require quan?ﬁca?on of a new cascade of
uncertain?es

